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So far, then, there is evidence that quotations are nonserious actions, can 
arise as embedded parts of serious actions, are recursive, may denote events, 
states, processes, and objects, and allow both generic and specific referents. 
Along the way, we have also seen how quotations are marked as nonserious 
actions. When they are embedded as sentence constituents, they are marked 
by their syntactic relation to the rest of the sentence. Otherwise, they are 
identifiable as quotations because speakers have made it manifest that they are 
depictions and not descriptions. To see how they do that, let us turn to quo- 
tations as depictions. 

3.2. QUOTATIONS AS SELECTIVE DEPICTIONS. The heart of our proposal is that 
quotations, like demonstrations, depict rather than describe. As demonstra- 
tions, they should follow these versions of the decoupling, partiality, and se- 
lectivity principles: 

DECOUPLING PRINCIPLE: Speakers intend their addressees to recognize dif- 
ferent aspects of their quotations as depictive, supportive, and an- 
notative. 

PARTIALITY PRINCIPLE: Speakers intend their addressees to take the depic- 
tive aspects to be the quotation proper, the point of their quotation. 

SELECTIVITY PRINCIPLE: Speakers intend their quotations to depict only 
selective aspects of the referents under a broad description. 

Suppose Alice, in reporting what George said, chooses to depict only the ques- 
tion he asked and the timidity with which he asked it. If she speaks in English 
(instead of George's French) and in her own pitch (instead of a male pitch), 
these would be supportive aspects. And if she titters and smirks during her 
quotation, these would be annotative aspects. The remaining aspects would be 
incidental. By the first principle, Alice intends Ben to see this division. By the 
second, she intends him to take only the question and timidity to be depictive, 
the quotation proper, as the point of her quotation. And by the third principle, 
she intends to depict only two aspects of what George said-his question and 
his timidity. 

The practical problem is for speakers and addressees to coordinate on which 
aspects of a quotation are which. One method they have can be expressed this 
way: 

MARKEDNESS PRINCIPLE: Whenever speakers mark an aspect of a quotation, 
they intend their addressees to identify that aspect as noninciden- 
tal-that is, as depictive, supportive, or annotative. 

Suppose Alice is speaking with Ben in English. If she quotes George in French, 
she MARKS the language used as a nonincidental aspect. Depending on the 
circumstances, she may intend it to be depictive (George spoke in French), 
supportive (she doesn't want overhearers to know what George said), or an- 
notative (she is commenting on George's urbanity). The markedness principle 
is simply Grice's 1975 maxims of quantity and manner applied to demonstra- 
tions. To mark an aspect is to imply that it has a recognizable purpose and, 
therefore, isn't incidental. 

What can people quote? Demonstrators can demonstrate anything they can 
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(c) Modifications. These signals are produced by modifying a syllable, word, or phrase

within a primary utterance. They include prolonged syllables and non-reduced vowels,

which we take up later (Fox Tree & Clark, 1997; Koopmans-van Beinum & van Donzel,

1996), and try markers (Sacks & Schegloff, 1979).

(d) Concomitants. These are collateral signals produced at the same time as the speech

they comment on but in another form or modality. They include certain head nods, eye

gaze, smiles, over-speech laughter, grimaces, iconic gestures, and pointing (Bavelas &

Chovil, 2000; Bavelas, Chovil, Lawrie, & Wade, 1992; Goodwin, 1981; Goodwin &

Goodwin, 1986).

Most of these signals are self-evident parts of spoken language – conventional words or

phrases, and features of prosody. It would be perfectly consistent for uh and um to be parts

of language as well.

Interjections are used mostly as primary signals. In (3), Sam uses ah to comment on the

topic William has just spoken about. But many interjections can be used as inserts – as

collateral signals – such as I mean in (5). Although speakers tend to be aware of primary

uses of interjections, they tend not to be aware of collateral uses (Watts, 1989). Indeed, it

has taken lexicographers years to discover these functions. You know, like, and oh are no

less words for that, and the same would hold for uh and um.

2.4. Uh and um as collateral interjections

We are now in a position to state the filler-as-word hypothesis. It is really a refinement of

the James (1972) hypothesis, although it owes much to Allwood et al. (1990), Goffman

(1981), and Levelt (1983, 1989). It grew out of evidence (Smith & Clark, 1993), described

later, that uh and um project further delays – uh brief ones, and um longer ones. The

hypothesis, expressed in standard dictionary definitions, is this:5

Filler-as-word hypothesis. Uh and um are interjections whose basic meanings are these:

(a) Uh: “Used to announce the initiation, at t(‘uh’), of what is expected to be a minor delay

in speaking.”

(b) Um: “Used to announce the initiation, at t(‘um’), of what is expected to be a major

delay in speaking.”

Producing uh itself constitutes a brief delay, and um, a longer delay (according to evidence

described later). If speakers are accurate in their expectations, the delays should often

extend beyond uh and um, and be longer after um than after uh. Uh and um can be used

for other functions too. The hypothesis is that most other functions are implicatures that

follow from the relevance of announcing minor or major expected delays in the current

situation.

Another way to signal a delay is to prolong a syllable. Speakers can prolong almost any

H.H. Clark, J.E. Fox Tree / Cognition 84 (2002) 73–111 79

5 Compare the ADH (2000), in which uh is defined as “Used to express hesitation or uncertainty”, and um as

“Used to express doubt or uncertainty or to fill a pause when hesitating in speaking”. These definitions are based

entirely on written sources – novelists’ and playwrights’ attempts to represent spontaneous dialogue (see the

OED, 2000). They are not based on evidence from spontaneous speech.
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This talk:
analyze collateral signals in terms of mixed (hybrid) quotation
as if non-meta discourse is wholly quoted
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Mixed (hybrid) quotation
Quotation has a certain anomalous feature (Quine 1940)
Quine says quotation ‘has a certain anomalous feature’

(Davidson 1979)

Quine 1940;
phas a certain anomalous featureq;

�x:
e1

hacaf(e1; x)

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

E

e2

say(e2; quine; Q3(quotation))

e3 Q3

E(e3; phas a certain anomalous featureq; Q3)
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Unquotation

Quine says quotation ‘has a certain anomalous feature’.
Quine says quotation ‘has [expletive]’. syntactic unquotation
Quine says quotation ‘has [opacity]’. semantic unquotation

e2

say(e2; quine; Q3(Q4; Q5)(quotation))

e3 Q3

E(e3; comb; Q3)

e4 Q4

E(e4; phasq; Q4)

e5 Q5

E(e5; pa certain anomalous featureq; Q5)
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Unquotation

Quine says quotation ‘has a certain anomalous feature’.
Quine says quotation ‘has [expletive]’. syntactic unquotation
Quine says quotation ‘has [opacity]’. semantic unquotation
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Multistage semantics

Quine says quotation ‘has a certain anomalous feature’
Quine says quotation has a certain anomalous feature
‘Quine says quotation has a certain anomalous feature’
‘ ‘Quine says quotation has a certain anomalous feature’ ’

Quine 1940 is not what’s quoted.
Mixed quotation licenses unquotation.
Generalize to the worst case.
Describe an utterance then evaluate it.
Each stage introduces its own discourse referents and conditions.

(Smith 1982)
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Disfluencies
Quotation has a certain anomalous feature
‘[‘Quotation’] has [‘a certain anomalous feature’]’
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Disfluencies
Quotation has uh a certain anomalous feature
‘[‘Quotation’] has [after minor delay ‘a certain anomalous feature’]’
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e5 < 20120929T131726+02+ 0:46 units
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Disfluencies
Flotation, I mean, quotation has a certain anomalous feature
‘[‘Flotation’ not but ‘quotation’] has [‘a certain anomalous feature’]’
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Former, latter
If a beggar meets a bishop, the latter blesses the former.

(Geurts and Maier 2011)
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Resolution identifies 5 = f = f0 and 10 = l = l0

Actually uh/um is more meta than former/latter
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Indexing or echoing an utterance event

Quine says quotation is weird but that’s not how he put it

e P Q

E(e; P;Q)

Bo?
e Q

E(e; pBoq; Q)

collaborative reference, arbitrarily many distinct levels

demonstratives in general, meta-characters
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